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NEW THIS MONTH

Into the Woods
A modern twist on the Brothers Grimm fairy tales, intertwining the plots of a few choice stories and exploring the consequences of the characters’ wishes and quests.

DVD 791.43/INTO

Nevermoor: the trials of Morrigan Crow by Jessica Townsend
Morrigan escapes her cursed life and is taken to Nevermoor. However to stay she must pass four difficult and dangerous trials.

S/TOWN

School for Psychics by K. C. Archer
An entrancing new series starring a funny, impulsive and sometimes self-congratulatory young woman who discovers that she has psychic abilities and must decide whether to use her skills for good or evil.

S/ARCH
FICTION

Bliss and other stories by Katherine Mansfield
These fourteen stories concern small incidents in the lives of the characters. eg. Bliss – a young woman is about to get a rude awakening from her perfect life.
F/MANS

Silver brumby kingdom by Elyne Mitchell
Continuing with the stories centred around a herd of wild brumbies in the Australian bush. The legend of the Silver Brumby began with Thowra from his birth to legend and this book continues with some of his descendants. It's an Australian classic that is much loved, especially by any girl or boy who has dreamed of having a horse of their own.
F/MITC

Be my enemy by Ian McDonald
Everett Singh escaped with the Infundibulum – the key to all parallel worlds. His freedom has come at a terrible price. His father is lost in one of those parallel universes. Luckily he has the support of Captain Anastasia Sixsmyth and the unique crew of the Everness, as he will discover the secret of the E1 and the identity of his deadliest enemy.
S/MACD

The whisperer by Fiona McIntosh
When the greedy circus found out about Griff’s talent for being able to hear others’ thoughts, Griff knew it was time to escape. Griff took Tess and her magical creatures with him. Even on the run Griff keeps hearing a cry for help from a mysterious source he calls the Whisperer. Who is this person and what do they want?
S/MCIN

Gone with the wind by Margaret Mitchell
Set against the backdrop of the American Civil war – Gone with the wind is a story of love, betrayal, lust and grief. It is the story of the ruthless Scarlett O’Hara and the dashing soldier of fortune, Rhett Butler drawn together and yet miles apart.
F/MITC

Basket case by Ralph McInerny
Father Dowling finds a baby in the pew of his church and he reluctantly grants the mother’s request to hide the child for a short while. A strange chain of events leads to a brutal murder and Father Dowling is once again left to solve the baffling crime.
F/MACI

Busted flush edited by George R.R. Martin
Six decades ago an alien plague known as the “wild card” virus spread causing mutations globally. Humanity has begun to come to terms with these consequences. Half-human creatures known as the Jokers inhabit an underworld and the legendary prodgies known as Aces have become real-world super-heroes.
S/MART

The secret lives of dresses by Erin McKean
Disaster strikes and Dora knows she has to take over running Mimi’s vintage clothing shop. Dora finds that her Grandmother, Mimi has been writing stories to accompany the dresses that she sells. Dora starts to write her own stories to match the dresses with their new owners and wonders if the stories can help her as well.
F/MACK
Caroline Chisholm: an irresistible force by Sarah Goldman

Caroline Chisholm arrived in Australia in 1838 and was appalled by the plight of the colony’s young female immigrants. Few jobs and no accommodation forced many into prostitution. As the government of the day wouldn’t listen Caroline took it upon herself to try to help. She set up what was the colony’s first employment office and that was only the start.

GF/CHIS

Headstrong daughters: inspiring stories from the new generation of Australian Muslim women by Nadia Jamal

In Australian today, Muslim women are professionals, mothers and students. At home they are finding ways to be true not only to their faith but to themselves too. Headstrong Daughters takes us into their world with these candid moving and sometimes surprising stories.

GF/JAMA

A Mothers choice by Elle Halliwell

Elle Halliwell is the fashion and entertainment reporter for the Daily Telegraph. In 2016 she was diagnosed with leukaemia. A few days later she found that she was four weeks pregnant. Elle was faced with a choice – have the treatment, or delay it to give the baby the best chance of survival.

GF/HALL

Secrets of my life by Caitlyn Jenner

This memoir is about the transition of Bruce Jenner to Caitlyn Jenner. It was written in the pivotal years as she became her authentic self. It tells of her struggle with gender dysphoria and how she had to deal with it in the public eye.

GR/JENN

Everything to live for by Turia Pitt

Turia Pitt suffered burns to 65 percent of her body while running an ultra marathon that should never had taken place. Turia first had to survive the burns and then adapt to the damage that was done to her body and face. Everything to live for explores the journey and the web of people and events around it.

GN/PITT

Great Australian outback police stories by Bill ‘Swampy’ Marsh

Australia’s outback police have the biggest beats in the world. Bill “Swampy” Marsh has travelled the length and breadth of the country to record tales of adventure, misadventure, drama, mayhem and laughter.

GE/MARS

Emergencies only: an Australian nurse’s journey through Natural disasters, extreme poverty, civil wars and general chaos by Amanda McClelland

Amanda McClelland has been awarded the Florence Nightingale Medal as recognition for her career helping rebuild broken lives and strengthen communities across the globe.

GJ/MACC

Great Australian test cricket stories by Ashley Mallett

Ashley Mallett, a cricket player himself shares a collection of cricket yarns that span centuries and continents. Stories of famous contests, clashes and personal anecdotes. All the greats are mentioned from Victor Trumper to Shane Warne.

GN/MALL
DVDs
Varekai

MUSIC CDs
The Script—#3

AUDIO BOOKS
The night is for Hunting by John Marsden

---

The Water Diviner

Shrek 2 Soundtrack

Singing in the Shrouds by Ngaio Marsh

---

Wild

Guy Sebastian—Closer to the sun

---

GENERAL INTEREST— Halloween

Goblinoids: how to draw and paint goblins, orcs and other dark creatures by Scot Purdy
Test your imagination and create your own goblins with this book as a guide.
741.5/PURD

Haunted Australia: ghosts of the great southern land by J.G. Montgomery
Each state is represented here with its own ghostly locations.
133.120994/MONT

Trick or treat: a history of Halloween by Lisa Morton
This is a comprehensive history of the festival Halloween. Lisa Morton explores the origins of Halloween.
200/MORT